Better Lighting
by Gene Fry
	May 29, 2007 - A compact fluorescent lamp (CFL), or compact fluorescent light bulb, is a fluorescent lamp (light bulb) that fits into roughly the same space as an incandescent lamp.
CFLs are far more efficient than incandescent lights.  CFLs use 20-30% as much power as an incandescent lamp with similar light output.  Savings come from making less heat.  Incandescent lights convert 5-10% of the energy input to light and the rest to heat.  Fluorescent lights convert 25-40% of the energy input to light, a much larger fraction.  This saves electricity directly and also indirectly, by reducing cooling loads in warm weather.  This is important, because lighting now accounts for 1/5 of electricity use in America, including 9% in homes.
Many CFLs can directly replace an existing incandescent lamp.  Early CFLs usually had a straight-tube shape, with 1, 2 or 4 tubes joined in a lamp, and plugged in with 2 metal pins to a ballast.  Most CFLs sold these days have a spiral shaped tube, which contains the fluorescing gas.  Some straight tubes or spirals are enclosed in globes or barrels, which keep heat in.  This raises operating temperatures, which cuts efficiency and lifetimes a bit.  Some are donut-shaped.  Most CFLs sold now integrate the ballast with the tube.
CFLs come in integrated and non-integrated (2-piece) forms.  Integrated lamps combine a bulb, an electronic ballast, and a screw fitting.  These lamps replace incandescent lamps most easily.  Non-integrated lamps have separate bulbs and ballasts.  Ballasts last much longer than lamps.  Lamps can be replaced.  2-piece CFLs are often integrated into dedicated fixtures, usually for ceiling mount, which may hold 2 or 3 CFLs.  Replacing bulbs is cheaper than replacing an entire CFL.
To operate a fluorescent light, an electric current from the ballast flows through a special gas in the tube, causing it to emit ultraviolet light.  The ultraviolet light excites a phosphor coating on the inner surface of the tube, which emits visible light.  CFLs have several phosphors, which emit a mix of wavelengths to approximate sunlight.  Adding a phosphor color decreases efficiency a little, but better approximates sunlight.  CFLs radiate a spectrum of light that differs from incandescent lamps, but with recent technological advances, the difference is small.  Popular “warm white” color CFLs are rated about 2700K (color/temperature), in contrast to “cool white” fluorescents sold mostly before 2000, which are rated about 4000K.
Compared to incandescent lamps of equal lumens, CFLs have a much longer rated life.  An incandescent bulb may last for 750 to 1,000 hours, but a CFL typically lasts 2,000 to 10,000 hours (usually rated at 7,000 to 15,000 hours).  Five of the 8 CFLs I bought in 1986 still light my house; 3 fell and shattered during moves.  But several CFLs I bought in 1988-90 lasted only 300 hours or so before burning out.  There are large differences among manufacturers in light quality, turn-on time, and especially durability and cost.  To some extent, you get what you pay for.  Replacing magnetic ballasts with electronic ones in the late 1990s removed most flickering and the slow starts once associated with CFLs, thereby improving light quality.
Light output is measured in lumens.  Lumens of CFL light are proportional to the surface area of the phosphor-coated tube.  Remember that, due to their efficiency in converting electricity to light, CFLs use 25-30% as much energy as incandescent bulbs.  In Boston (where electricity costs 21¢/kWh), replacing a 100-Watt incandescent bulb (1,710 lumens) with a 26-Watt CFL (1,750 lumens) in a high-use location (2,000 hours a year), saves $30 a year in electricity.  Several weeks of savings from the CFL pay for the higher up-front cost.  The savings mount to $150 over the life of the CFL.  In a medium-use location (1,200 hours a year), the savings shrink to $18 a year.
Savings are smaller in regions where electricity is cheaper, derived from coal or falling water.  There, a CFL needs almost a year to repay its up-front cost and savings may be only $60 over the life of the CFL.  CFLs are especially useful for hard-to-reach locations, where changing incandescent bulbs frequently is a nuisance (or expensive if you pay someone else to do it).  CFLs are widespread in motels and are appearing in restaurants, where lower costs help profits.	
You can buy CFLs for $6.99 or less is many hardware and building supply stores, discount department stores such as Wal-Mart, and in some drug and grocery stores.  Many are sold in 2-, 3-, or 4-packs.  If you hit promotional sales right, you can buy a CFL for as little as $1 in some states.  You can order CFLs over the internet or from catalogs.  Many web sites sell CFLs for $1.35 to $8.99, with discounts for bulk orders, plus shipping and handling.  The first 3 websites I checked sell 23 to 28-Watt CFLs for $4.60, $4.95, and $5.79.
	Light output from CFLs drops as temperatures fall, and may cease below 0°C, unless the CFL has a cold-weather ballast. Switching CFLs on and off frequently shortens their life.  Incandescent bulbs are better on both counts.  Ordinary CFLs should not replace incandescent bulbs in enclosed fixtures or on dimmers.  Newly developed dimming CFLs have special ballasts.
	Since CFLs use much less electricity than incandescent lights, they reduce carbon emissions a great deal.  They also reduce other power plant emissions, such as sulfur and nitrogen oxides.  However, CFLs contain small amounts of mercury, a problem for landfills and waste incinerators, where the mercury could become air or water pollution.  Nevertheless, in most of the US, where coal-electric plants spew mercury, mercury from powering an incandescent lamp exceeds the mercury from powering a comparable CFL plus the mercury the CFL contains.  Effective April 15, 2007, the total mercury content in a CFL will be reduced to no more than 5-6 milligrams.  Manufacturers such as Philips and GE already make very low mercury CFLs.  Safe disposal requires storing the bulbs unbroken until they can be processed, then taking them back where they were purchased for proper recycling or taking them to a local recycling facility.
	CFLs that operate on DC current are popular in recreational vehicles and off-the-grid housing.  Families in developing countries couple DC CFLs with car batteries and small solar panels to replace kerosene lanterns.  CFLs are coupled with solar panels to power some street lights.
	CFLs now have competition from LED lighting, which has already filled a few special niches, like traffic lights.  LED lamps already are 30% efficient, as good as CFLs, and may improve.  LEDs can have lifetimes around 50,000 hours, but are not yet bright enough for general room lighting.
	Many electric utilities and local governments have subsidized CFLs to reduce electric demand and thereby delay additional power plants and transmission lines.  Australia has announced a plan to phase out the use of incandescent lamps by 2010. Canada has also committed to phasing out incandescent lamps starting in 2012.  Home Depot gave away 1,000,000 CFLs on Earth Day 2007.  Wal-Mart plans to sell 100 million CFLs in 2007.  Environmental Defense’s “Make the Switch” campaign asked each U.S. home to replace three 60-watt incandescent lamps with CFLs, which would be like taking 3.5 million cars off the road.  Greenpeace is trying to change to 1 million CFLs in Holland.  The South African utility Eskom is exchanging incandescent lamps for CFLs for free, to reduce demand at peak times.
See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compact_fluorescent_lamp for more details.

